In the recent Letter [1] we considered the approach of nonequilibrium pair plasma towards thermal equilibrium state adopting a kinetic treatment and solving numerically the relativistic Boltzmann equations. It was shown that plasma in the energy range 0.1-10 MeV first reaches kinetic equilibrium, on a timescale t k 10 −14 sec, with detailed balance between binary interactions such as Compton, Bhabha and Møller scattering, and pair production and annihilation. Later the electron-positron-photon plasma approaches thermal equilibrium on a timescale t th 10 −12 sec, with detailed balance for all direct and inverse reactions. In the present paper we systematically present details of the computational scheme used in [1], as well as generalize our treatment, considering proton loading of the pair plasma. When proton loading is large, protons thermalize first by proton-proton scattering, and then with the electron-positron-photon plasma by proton-electron scattering. In the opposite case of small proton loading proton-electron scattering dominates over proton-proton one. Thus in all cases the plasma, even with proton admixture, reaches thermal equilibrium configuration on a timescale t th 10 −11 sec. We show that it is crucial to account for not only binary but also triple direct and inverse interactions between electrons, positrons, photons and protons. Several explicit examples are given and the corresponding timescales for reaching kinetic and thermal equilibria are determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
An electron-positron plasma is of interest in many fields of physics and astrophysics. One of the crucial quantities in this analysis is the timescale of the thermalization process. In the early universe [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] during the lepton era, ultrarelativistic electron-positron pairs contribute to the matter contents of the Universe. In gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) electronpositron pairs play essential role in the dynamics of expansion [6] , [7] , [8] . Indications exist on the presence of the pair plasma also in active galactic nuclei [9] , in the center of our Galaxy [10] , around hypothetical quark stars [11] . In the laboratory pair plasma is expected to appear in the fields of ultra intense lasers [12] , where particle production may serve as a diagnostic tool for high-energy plasma [13] .
In many stationary astrophysical sources the pair plasma is thought to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. A detailed study of the relevant processes [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , radiatiation mechanisms [20] , possible equilibrium configurations [16] , [21] , [22] and spectra [23] in an optically thin pair plasma has been carried out. Particular attention has been given to collisional relaxation process [24] , [25] , pair production and annihilation [26] , relativistic bremsstrahlung [27] , [28] , double Compton scattering [29] , [30] .
An equilibrium occurs if the sum of all reaction rates vanishes. For instance, electronpositron pairs are in equilibrium when the net pair production (annihilation) rate is zero. This can be achieved by variety of ways and the corresponding condition can be represented as a system of algebraic equations [31] . However, the main assumption made in all the above mentioned works is that the plasma is assumed to obey relativistic quantum statistics. The latter is shown to be possible, in principle, in the range of temperatures up to 10 MeV [14] , [25] . Our main task is to prove that independently of a wide set of initial conditions, thermal equilibruim forms for the phase space distribution functions are recovered during the process of thermalization by two body and three body direct and inverse particle-particle collisions.
At the same time, in some cases mentioned above the pair plasma can be optically thick. Although moderately thick plasmas have been considered in the literature [22] , only qualitative description [14] , [21] is available for large optical depths. Assumption of thermal equilibrium is often adopted for rapidly evolving systems such as GRBs without explicit proof [6] , [7] , [8] , [32] . Then hydrodynamic approximation is usually applied both for leptons and photons. However, particles may not be in equilibrium initially. Moreover, they may not reach an equilibrium in rapidly evolving systems such as the early Universe or transient events, when the energy is released on a very short timescale.
In the literature there is no consensus on this point. Some authors considered thermal equilibrium as the initial state prior to expansion [6] , [8] , while others did not [33] . In fact, the detailed study of the pair plasma equilibrium configurations, performed in [21] , cannot answer this question, because essentially nonequilibrium processes have to be considered. Thus, observations provide motivation for theoretical analysis of physical conditions taking place in nonequilibrium optically thick pair plasma. Notice that there is substantial difference between the ion-electron plasma on the one hand and electron-positron plasma on the other hand. Firstly, the former is collisionless in the wide range of parameters [34] , while collisions are always essential in the latter. Secondly, when collisions are important relevant interactions in the former case are Coulomb scattering of particles which are usually described by the classical Rutherford cross-section. In contrast, interactions in the pair plasma are described by quantum cross-sections even if the plasma itself can be still treated as classical one.
Our study reported in [1] , [35] in the case of pure pair plasma clarified the issue of initial state of the pair plasma in GRBs sources. Our numerical calculations show that the pair plasma on a timescale t 10 −12 sec reach thermal equilibrium prior to expansion, due to intense binary and triple collisions. In this paper we present details about the computational scheme adopted in [1] and turn to a more general case, the pair plasma loaded with baryons.
Occurence of the thermalization process and the corresponding timescales are necessary for determining the dynamics of GRBs. Thermalization timescales t 10 −12 sec are indeed necessary in order to relate the observed properties of GRBs to the nature of the source, see e.g. [36] .
In the next Section we give qualitative description of the pair plasma, introducing some relevant parameters. In Section 3 we discuss pure pair plasma. In Section 4 pair plasma with proton loading is discussed. In Section 5 we describe the computational scheme used in our analysis. In Section 6 we present results of numerical computations. Discussion and conclusions follow in the last Section. In Appendix A relevant conservation laws are In Appendix E three-body radiative variants of the reactions listed above are given. Cutoff scheme for numerical evaluation of emission and absorption coefficients are presented in Appendix F. In Appendix G mass scaling of the matrix elements for Coulomb scattering between electrons, positrons and protons is discussed. In Appendix H the definition of matrix elements and cross-sections adopted in the paper are given.
II. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PAIR PLASMA
First of all we specify the domain of parameters characterizing the pair plasma considered in this paper. It is convenient to use dimensionless parameters usually adopted for this purpose.
We consider mildly relativistic pair plasma, thus the average energy per particle ǫ brackets the electron rest mass energy 0.1 ǫ mc 2 10.
(
The lower boundary is required for significant concentrations of pairs, while the upper boundary is set to avoid substantial production of other particles such as muons and neutrinos.
We define the plasma parameter g
θ − is the Debye length, k B is Boltzmann's constant, e, n − and T − are the electron charge, number density and temperature respectively, c the is speed of light, θ − = k B T − /(mc 2 ) is dimensionless temperature, ω = 4πe 2 n − /m is the plasma frequency and m is the electron mass. To ensure applicability of kinetic approach it is necessary that the plasma parameter is small,
This condition means that kinetic energy of particles dominates their potential energy due to mutual interaction. For the pair plasma considered in this paper this condition is satisfied.
Further, the classicality parameter, defined as κ = e 2 /( v r ) = α/β r , where is Planck's constant, α = e 2 /( c) is the fine structure constant, v r = β r c is mean relative velocity of particles, see (F12) in Appendix. The condition κ ≫ 1 means that particles collisions can be considered classically, while for κ ≪ 1 quantum description is required. In our case both for pairs and protons quantum cross-sections are used since κ < 1.
The strength of screening of the Coulomb interactions is characterized by the Coulomb logarithm Λ = Mdv r / , where M is the reduced mass. For electron-electron or electronpositron scattering the reduced mass is just m/2, while for electron-proton or positron-proton scattering the reduced mass is just the proton mass M ≃ M; for proton-proton scattering M ≃ M/2. Coulomb logarithm varies with mean particle velocity and Debye length, and it cannot be set a constant as is usually done in most of studies of the pair plasma.
Finally, we consider pair plasma with linear dimensions R exceeding the mean free path of photons l = (n − σ) −1 , where σ is the corresponding total cross-section. Thus the optical depth τ = nσR ≫ 1 is large, and interactions between photons and other particles have to be taken in due account. We discuss these interaction in the next Section.
Note that natural parameters for perturbative expansion in the problem under consideration are the fine structure constant α and the electron-proton mass ratio m/M.
III. PURE PAIR PLASMA
For simplicity we first consider pure pair plasma composed of electrons e − , positrons e + , and photons γ. We will turn to a more general case, including protons p in the next Section. We assume that pairs or photons appear by some physical process in the region with a size R and on a timescale t < R/c. We further assume that distribution functions of particles depend neither on spatial coordinates nor on the direction of momenta. We then have f i = f i (ǫ, t), namely we consider isotropic distributions functions in momentum space for a spatially uniform and isotropic plasma.
To make sure that classical kinetic description is adequate we estimate the dimensionless degeneracy temperature
and compare it with the estimated temperature in thermal equilibrium. With our initial conditions (1) the degeneracy temperature is always smaller than the temperature in thermal equilibrium and therefore we can safely apply the classical kinetic approach. Besides, since we deal with ideal plasma with the plasma parameter g ∼ 10 −3 it is enough to consider only one-particle distribution functions. These considerations justify our computational approach based on classical relativistic Boltzmann equation. At the same time the right hand side of Boltzmann equations contains collisional integrals as functions of quantum matrix elements, as discussed below and in Appendices C-E.
Relativistic Boltzmann equations [37] , [38] in spherically symmetric case for which the original code is designed [39] are 1 c
where µ = cos ϑ, ϑ is the angle between the radius vector r from the origin and the particle momentum p, U is a potential due to an external force, β i = v i /c are particles velocities, f i (ǫ, t) are their distribution functions, the index i denotes the type of particle, ǫ is its energy, and η q i and χ q i are the emission and the absorption coefficients for the production of a particle of type "i" via the physical process labeled by q. This is a coupled system of partial-integro-differential equations. For homogeneous and isotropic distribution functions of electrons, positrons and photons (3) reduces to 1 c
which is a coupled system of integro-differential equations. In (4) we also explicitly neglected the Vlasov term, describing collisionless interaction of particles in the mean field, since energy density of fluctuations of the electromagnetic field are many orders of magnitude smaller than the energy density of particles [40] .
Therefore, the left-hand side of the Boltzmann equation is reduced to partial derivative of the distribution function with respect to time. The right-hand side contains collisional integrals, representing interactions between electrons, positrons and photons.
As example of collisional integral consider absorption coefficient for Compton scattering which is given by
where p and k are momenta of electron (positron) and photon respectively, dp =
3 and the transition function W k ′ ,p ′ ;k,p is related to the transition probability differential dw k ′ ,p ′ ;k,p per unit time as
The differential probability dw k ′ ,p ′ ;k,p = w k ′ ,p ′ ;k,p dk ′ dp ′ is given by (C3) in Appendix C.
Given the momentum conservation one can perform one integration over dp ′ in (5) as dp
but it is necessary to take into account the momentum conservation in the next integration over dk ′ , so we have
where the Jacobian of the transformation is
and
. Finally, for the absorption coefficient we have
where the matrix element here is dimensionless. This integral is evaluated numerically as described in Appendix.
For all binary interactions we use exact QED matrix elements which can be found in the standard textbooks, e.g. in [41] , [42] , [43] , and are given in Appendix C.
In order to account for the charge screening we introduced the minimal scattering angles following [44] , see Section F in Appendix. This allows to apply the same scheme for the computation of emission and absorption coefficients for Coulomb scattering, while many treatments in the literature use the Fokker-Planck approximation, e.g. [45] .
For such a dense plasma collisional integrals in (4) should include not only binary interactions, having order α 2 in Feynmann diagrams, but also triple ones, having order α 3 [41] .
As example for triple interactions consider relativistic bremsstrahlung
For the time derivative, for instance, of the distribution function f 2 in the direct and in the inverse reactions (11) one haṡ f 2 = dp 1 dp
and dw 1 and dw 2 are given by (H3) for the inverse and direct process (11) respectively. The matrix element here has dimensions of the length squared, see Section H in Appendix.
In the case of the distribution functions (15) , see below, we have multipliers proportional to
called fugacities, in front of the integrals. The calculation of emission and absorption coefficients is then reduced to the well known thermal equilibrium case [31] . In fact, since reaction rates of triple interactions are α times smaller than binary reaction rates, we expect that binary reactions come to detailed balance first. Only when binary reactions are all balanced, triple interactions become important. In addition, when binary reactions come into balance, distribution functions already acquire the form (15) . Although there is no principle difficulty in computations using exact matrix elements for triple reactions as well, our simplified scheme allows for much faster numerical computation. The corresponding reaction rates for triple interactions are given is Section E in Appendix.
We consider all possible binary and triple interactions between electrons, positrons and photons as summarized in table I.
Each of the above mentioned reactions is characterized by the corresponding timescale and optical depth. For Compton scattering of an electron, for instance, we have
Binary interactions
Radiative and pair producing variants
Møller and Bhabha Bremsstrahlung
e ± e ∓ −→ e ±′ e ∓′ e ± e ∓ ↔e ±′ e ∓′ γ
Single Compton Double Compton
Pair production Radiative pair production and annihilation and 3-photon annihilation where
2 is the Thomson cross-section. There are two timescales in our problem that characterize the condition of detailed balance between direct and inverse reactions, t cs for binary and α −1 t cs for triple interactions respectively.
We choose arbitrary initial distribution functions and find a common development. At a certain time t k the distribution functions always have evolved in a functional form on the entire energy range, and depend only on two parameters. We find in fact for the distribution functions the expressions
mec 2 , where ε ≡ ǫ mec 2 is the energy of the particle. Such a configuration corresponds to a kinetic equilibrium [3] , [45] , [46] in which particles acquire a common temperature and nonzero chemical potentials. At the same time we found that triple interactions become essential for t > t k , after the establishment of kinetic equilibrium. In strict mathematical sense the sufficient condition for reaching thermal equilibrium is when all direct reactions are exactly balanced with their inverse. Therefore, in principle, not only triple, but also four-particle, five-particle and so on reaction have to be accounted for in equation (4) . The timescale for reaching thermal equilibrium will be then determined by the slowest reaction which is not balanced with its inverse. We stress, however, that the necessary condition is the detailed balance at least in triple interactions, since binary reactions do not change chemical potentials.
Notice that a method similar to ours was applied in [45] in order to compute spectra of particles in kinetic equilibrium. However, although the approach was similar, the computation was never carried out in order to actually observe the reaching of thermal equilibrium.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the physical meaning of the chemical potential ν k in kinetic equilibrium entering the formula (15) . In the case of pure pair plasma a non-zero chemical potential represents deviation from the thermal equilibrium through the relation
where n th are concentrations of particles in thermal equilibrium.
IV. PROTON LOADING
So far we dealt with leptons, having the same mass but opposite charges. In that case the condition of electric neutrality is identically fulfilled. We described electrons and positrons with the same distribution function. Situation becomes more complicated when admixture of protons is allowed. Since charge neutrality
is required, the number of electrons is not equal to the number of protons. In such a case a new dimensionless parameter, the baryonic loading B, can be introduced as
where N and n p are the number and the concentration of protons, E and ρ r = ρ γ +ρ + +ρ − are radiative energy and energy density respectively. Since in relativistic plasma electrons and In the range of energies (1) the radiative energy density can be approximated as ρ r ∼ n − mc 2 , and then we have for concentrations n p ∼ n − B
V. THE DISCRETIZATION PROCEDURE AND THE COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME
In order to solve equations (4) we use a finite difference method by introducing a computational grid in the phase space to represent the distribution functions and to compute collisional integrals following [39] . Our goal is to construct the scheme implementing energy, baryon number and electric charge conservation laws, see Appendix A. For this reason we prefer to use in the code, instead of distribution functions f i , the spectral energy densities
where
is the energy in the volume of the phase space drdp. The number density of particles of type "i" is given by
while the corresponding energy density is
We can rewrite Boltzmann equations (4) in the form 1 c
. We introduced the computational grid for phase space {ǫ i , µ, φ}, where µ = cos ϑ, ϑ and φ are angles between radius vector r and the particle momentum p. The zone boundaries
The length of the i-th interval is ∆ǫ i,ω ≡ ǫ i,ω+1/2 − ǫ i,ω−1/2 . On the finite grid the functions (19) become
Now we can replace the collisional integrals in (22) by the corresponding sums.
After this procedure we get the set of ordinary differential equations (ODE's), instead of the system of partial differential equations for the quantities E i,ω to be solved. There are several characteristic times for different processes in the problem, and therefore our system of differential equations is stiff. Under these conditions eigenvalues of Jacobi matrix differs significantly, and the real parts of eigenvalues are negative. We use Gear's method [47] to integrate ODE's numerically. This high-order implicit method was developed for the solution of stiff ODE's.
In our method exact energy conservation law is satisfied. For binary interactions the particles number conservation law is satisfied as we adopt interpolation of grid functions E i,ω inside the energy intervals.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In what follows we consider in details three specific cases. In the first two cases our grid consists of 60 energy intervals and 16 × 32 intervals for two angles ϑ and φ characterizing the direction of the particle momentum. In the third case we have 40 energy intervals. The share of the proton energy density in the total energy density increased in course of time, see fig. 7 , causing an increase in the baryonic loading parameter which reached in thermal equilibrium the value B = 780.
Since concentration of protons is chosen to be large, proton-proton collisions become more important than proton-electron/positron collisions, in contrast to the case I. In fact, protons reached equilibrium temperature already at 10 −16 sec, while they start to interact with electrons and positrons only at 10 −15 sec.
C. Case III
We take the following initial conditions: the initial ratio between concentrations of electrons and protons is ς = n p /n − = 10 −3 . The total energy density is chosen in such a way that the final temperature in thermal equilibrium be θ th = 2. We set up flat initial spectrum for photons E γ (ǫ i ) = const, and power law spectra for the pairs
and protons parameter is B = 0.2. The initial conditions are chosen in a way to get larger temperature in thermal equilibrium, than in previous cases. Unlike the case II, the spectrum of protons is chosen steeper than the spectrum of pairs in order to make them colder in kinetic equilibrium.
Equipartition of energies between pairs and photons occurs earlier than in the case I, at around 10 −17 sec, see fig. 12 , since now concentrations of particles are higher. Concentrations fig. 15 respectively, leading to kinetic equilibrium at around t k ≃ 10 −16 sec.
At the moment t k , shown by the vertical line on the left in fig. 14 and fig. 15 , the temperature of photons and pairs is θ k ≃ 2.2, the chemical potentials of these particles are ν k ≃ −1.1, while the temperature of protons, having well established spectrum by this time, each of the cases considered from
where the fugacity for a given sort of particle is given by (13) . Our results are presented in Tab. III. 
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Results presented above clearly show the existence of two types of equilibrium: the kinetic and the thermal ones. Kinetic equilibrium in pair-photon plasma occurs when Ehlers [46] balance conditions (B6),(B9) and (B12) are satisfied so that pair-creation, Compton and prior to the moment when kinetic equilibrium in the pair-photon plasma is established.
As we have seen, the final spectra are completely insensitive to the initial spectra, chosen to be flat as in the case I, power-law as in the case II, or thermal ones. One of the basic assumptions in this work is that triple interactions are slower than binary ones, allowing to use reaction rates for triple interactions in kinetic equilibrium, explicitly depending solely on temperature, chemical potentials and concentrations of particles. For pure electron-positron plasma in the range of energies of interest (1) there is a hierarchy of relevant timescales: binary interactions are clearly faster than triple ones. However, when protons are also present, the proton-proton timescale may be shorter or longer than the corresponding binary interactions timescales for the pure pair plasma. This violates our assumption and therefore leads to loss of quantitative accuracy, although still keeping qualitative results valid. In order to overcome this difficulty and produce quantitatively precise results exact QED matrix elements must be used for calculation of emission and absorption coefficients.
Notice that there is some discrepancy between our final spectra and their thermal fits for high energy. This is due to poor energy resolution with adopted grid. The result converges with higher resolutions, but it is limited by the available computer memory. In addition, the code is quite time-consuming and processor time increases with number of operation as third power of the number of energy intervals.
In order to resolve proton-electron/positron scattering the number of energy intervals should be increased as M/m comparing to the case of pure pair plasma. Even using inhomogeneous energy grid with uniform energy step up to the peak of the spectrum dρ/dε and decreasing energy step as ε −1 for higher energies, we have obtained acceptable results with about 10 3 intervals for this reaction. Using such fine grid is impossible in practice.
On the other hand, a small parameter m/M expansion can be adopted. In this way we have introduced the mass scaling, described in Appendix G, which gives quite good accuracy for about 10 2 intervals in energy with inhomogeneous grid, described above. Finally, it is important to stress that our code allows solution of the Boltzmann equations for long time intervals and timescales, which may differ up to 10 orders of magnitude, from electronpositron creation and annihilation process up to proton-electron/positron scattering, see fig.   2 , unlike approaches based on Monte-Carlo technique [45] . This gives us the possibility to follow thermalization process up to reaching steady solution, i.e. thermal equilibrium.
The assumption of the constancy of the energy density is only valid if the following three conditions are satisfied:
• plasma is optically thick for photons. This leads to the constraint on the spatial
• neutrinos are not produced. This gives the constraint on the temperature θ ≪ 7 × 10 2 .
• plasma does not expand. Given
To summarize, we have considered the evolution of initially nonequilibrium optically thick electron-positron-photon plasma with proton loading up to reaching thermal equilibrium on a timescale t th 10 −11 sec. Starting from arbitrary initial conditions we obtain kinetic equilibrium, on a timescale t k 10 −14 sec, from first principles, solving numerically the relativistic Boltzmann equation with collisional integrals computed from exact QED matrix elements.
The general theoretical framework here presented can be further applied by considering thermalization of different relativistic particles predicted by extensions of the standard model of particle physics with the lepton plasma in the early Universe. The occurence of thermalization process of electron-positron plasma in GRBs on a much shorter timescale than the characteristic acceleration time [48] is crucial. Such acceleration timescales are indeed sharply bounded (shorter than 10 3 sec in the laboratory frame). Determination of thermalization timescales as functions of the relevant parameters is important for high energy plasma physics [49] , [50] . Finally, these results can in principle be tested in laboratory experiments aiming the generation of electron-positron pairs.
We thank the anonymous referee for comments which improved the presentation of our results.
APPENDIX A: CONSERVATION LAWS
Conservation laws consist of baryon number, charge and energy conservations. In addition, in binary reactions particle number is conserved.
Energy conservation law can be rewritten for the spectral density
Particle's conservation law in binary reactions gives
Since baryonic number is conserved, therefore the number density of protons is a constant
For electrically neutral plasma considered in this paper charge conservation implies (17) .
APPENDIX B: DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE AND CHEMICAL PO-TENTIALS IN KINETIC EQUILIBRIUM
Consider distribution functions for photons and pairs in the most general form (15) . If one supposes that reaction rate for the Bhabha scattering vanishes, i.e. there is equilibrium with respect to reaction
then the corresponding condition can be written in the following way
where Bose-Einstein enhancement along with Pauli blocking factors are taken into account for generality, it can be shown that electrons and positrons have the same temperature
and they have arbitrary chemical potentials.
With (B7) analogous consideration for the Compton scattering
gives
and leads to equality of temperatures of pairs and photons
with arbitrary chemical potentials. If, in addition, reaction rate in the pair-creation and annihilation process
vanishes too, i.e. there is equilibrium with respect to pair production and annihilation, with the corresponding condition,
it turns out that also chemical potentials of pairs and photons satisfy the following condition
However, since, generally speaking, ν γ = 0 the condition (B13) does not imply ν + = ν − .
These considerations were for the first time applied by Ehlers in [46] , see also [51] , and we will call (B6),(B9) and (B12) the Ehlers balance conditions.
Analogous consideration for the detailed balance conditions in different reactions lead to relations between temperatures and chemical potentials summarized in table IV.
The timescales of pair production and annihilation processes as well as Compton scattering are nearly equal in the range of energies of interest and are given by (14) . Therefore, kinetic equilibrium is first established simultaneously for electrons, positrons and photons. They reach the same temperature, but with chemical potentials different from zero. Later on, the temperatures of this electron-positron-photon plasma and the one of protons reach a common value.
In order to find temperatures and chemical potentials we have to implement the following constraints: energy conservation (A1), particle number conservation (A3), charge conservation (17), condition for the chemical potentials (B13).
Given (15) we have for photons
for pairs
and for protons
where we assumed that protons are nonrelativistic, and we denoted the Compton volume
and functions j 1 and j 2 are defined as
For pure electron-positron-photon plasma in kinetic equilibrium, summing up energy densities in (B14),(B15) and using (B7),(B10) and (B13) we obtain e + ,e − ,γ
and analogously for number densities we get e + ,e − ,γ
From (B21) and (B22) two unknowns, ν k and θ k can be found.
When protons are present, in most cases the electron-positron-photon plasma reaches kinetic equilibrium first, while protons join the plasma later. In that case, the temperature of protons θ p is different from the rest of particles, so while θ
Then summing up energy densities in (B14),(B15) we obtain e + ,e − ,γ
From (B23) and (B24) two unknowns, ν + and θ k can be found. Then the rest of the chemical potentials are obtained from
The temperature and chemical potential of protons can be found separately from (B16),(B17).
In thermal equilibrium ν γ vanishes and one has
which both reduce to ν − = ν + = 0 for n p = 0. At the same time, for n p > 0 one always has ν − > 0 and ν + < 0 in thermal equilibrium. The chemical potential of protons in thermal equilibrium is determined from (B17) for θ k = θ th , where θ th is the temperature in thermal equilibrium.
The time evolution of the distribution functions of photons and pair particles due to Compton scattering may be described by [34] , [52] ∂f γ (k, t) ∂t
is the probability of the process,
is the square of the matrix element, s = (p + k) 2 and u = (p − k ′ ) 2 are invariants, k = (ǫ γ /c)(1, e γ ) and p = (ǫ ± /c)(1, β ± e ± ) are energy-momentum four vectors of photons and electrons, respectively, dp = dǫ ± doǫ
The energies of photon and positron (electron) after the scattering are
. For photons, the absorption coefficient (10) in the Boltzmann equations (4) is
From equations (C1) and (C6), we can write the absorption coefficient for photon energy density E γ averaged over the ǫ, µ-grid with zone numbers ω and k as (χE)
Similar integrations can be performed for the other terms of equations (C1), (C2), and we
(χE)
In order to perform integrals (C7)-(C11) numerically over φ (0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π) we introduce a uniform grid φ l∓1/2 with 1 ≤ l ≤ l max and ∆φ l = (φ l+1/2 − φ l−1/2 )/2 = 2π/l max . We assume that any function of φ in equations (C7)-(C9) in the interval ∆φ j is equal to its value at φ = φ j = (φ l−1/2 + φ l+1/2 )/2. It is necessary to integrate over φ only once at the beginning of calculations. The number of intervals of the φ-grid depends on the average energy of particles and is typically taken as l max = 2k max = 64.
Pair creation and annihilation
The rates of change of the distribution function due to pair creation and annihilation are ∂f γ j (k i , t) ∂t γ 1 γ 2 →e − e + = − dk j dp − dp
e − e + →γ 1 γ 2 = dk j dp − dp
for i = 1, j = 2, and for j = 1, i = 2.
∂f ± (p ± , t) ∂t
Here, the matrix element |M f i | 2 is given by equation (C4) with the new invariants s =
The energies of photons created via annihilation of a e ± pair are
while the energies of pair particles created by two photons are found from
Only one root in equation (C18) has to be chosen. From energy-momentum conservation
taking square from the energy part we have
and taking square from the momentum part we get
There are no additional roots because of the arbitrary e +
Eliminating β we obtain
Therefore, the condition to be checked reads
Finally, integration of equations (C12)-(C15) yields 
where d 2 n ± = dn − dn + do 1 , d 2 n γ = dn γ 1 dn γ 2 do − , dn ± = dǫ ± do ± ǫ 2 ± β ± f ± , dn γ 1,2 = dǫ 1,2 do 1,2 ǫ 2 1,2 f γ 1,2 and the Jacobian is = dp j dp ′ 1 dp
with i = 1, j = 2, and with j = 1, i = 2, and where 
where d 2 n = dn 1 dn 2 do ′ 1 , dn 1,2 = dǫ 1,2 do 1,2 ǫ 2 1,2 β 1,2 f 1,2 , and the Jacobian is
4. Bhaba scattering of electrons on positrons e − e + → e −′ e +′ The time evolution of the distribution functions of electrons and positrons due to Bhaba scattering is described by ∂f ± (p ± , t) ∂t e − e + →e −′ e +′ = dp ∓ dp ′ − dp
and |M f i | is given by the equation (C33), but the invariants are s = (p − −p + are functions of the outgoing particle directions in a way similar to that in Section C 3, see also [41] . 
Integration of equations (C38) yields
where d 2 n ′ ± = dn − dn + do ′ − , dn ± = dǫ ± do ± ǫ 2 ± β ± f ± , and the Jacobian is
Analogously to the case of pair creation and annihilation in Section (C 2) the en- 
